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Simulated space missions are very special environments for doing researches and testing new techniques related to human health which are beneficial to space and on Earth. Simulated space environments are providing best understanding of different aspects of human physiology including oral cavity, sociology and psychology which helps in developing and inventing novel protocols and technologies for monitoring the astronaut’s health. Different environmental characteristics precise to space missions, some of which are also present in space flight simulations might affect physiology and psychological performance. Our previous work in simulated space mission has observed that various physiology and psychological functions degrade during simulated space missions, including bone loss, muscle atrophy, cardiovascular deconditioning, altered sensory motor reactions, fluid redistribution/orthostatic intolerance, periodontitis, oral diseases, delayed wound healing, etc. So, we are developing different tools to mitigate these deficits and problems. In this key note address, I will discuss our inventions and technologies related to human health in space simulated missions.
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